**Understanding Your Home's Energy Use**

**Natural Gas Use**
Your Home = 1,309 therms

**Cost**
You spend $1,309 per year on gas—primarily for heating your home. Gas = 29% of your energy budget

**Electricity Use**
Your Home = 3,574 kWh

**Cost**
You spend $357 per year on electricity. Electricity = 21% of your energy budget

**Total Energy Use**
Your Home = $1,666

Want to learn more about reducing energy at home? Visit [MyHomeEQ.com](http://MyHomeEQ.com) for detailed recommendations and resources.

---

I, _______________________, hereby acknowledge that I received a copy of this disclosure for the residential dwelling unit(s) described above. I acknowledge that the seller has stated that this property has been occupied for _____ months out of the most recent 12 months. Buyer Initial ______ Date Initiated _____

Date of Receipt: __________ Signature: ______________________

Seller, by providing utility account number(s), authorized MyHomeEQ to share the property's actual utility usage.

This form is designed for compliance with the Chapter 5-16 of the Municipal Code of Chicago pertaining to the disclosure of utility costs.